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Abstract - Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) is a modulation technique which is now used in
most new and emerging broadband wired and wireless
communication systems because it is an effective solution to
inter-symbol interference caused by a dispersive channel.
Since the formulation of the fundamental concept of OFDM
by Chang in 1966 and many landmark works by others
thereafter, OFDM has been triumphant in almost all the
major RF communication standards. The purpose of this
paper is to provide an overview of OFDM variants and their
applications in the field of communication systems like DAB,
DVB, WLAN etc. To achieve good performance in various
communication systems OFDM is adapted in various ways.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is
a communications technique that divides a communi-
cations channel into a number of equally spaced frequency
bands. A subcarrier carrying a portion of the user
information is transmitted in each band. Each subcarrier is
orthogonal (independent of each other) with every other
subcarrier, differentiating OFDM from the commonly used
frequency division multiplexing (FDM). Orthogonal
FDM's (OFDM) spread spectrum technique distributes the
data over a large number of carriers that are spaced apart
at precise frequencies. This spacing provides the
"orthogonality" in this technique which prevents the
demodulators from seeing frequencies other than their
own. As a result, OFDM can mitigate against random and
burst noise, flat as well as frequency selective fading, and
co-channel interference. . There are various advantages of
OFDM like High spectral efficiency, Resiliency to RF
interference, Lower multi-path distortion.

II. HISTORY OF OFDM

The first proposal to use orthogonal frequencies for
transmission appears in a 1966 patent by Chang of Bell
Labs. The proposal to generate the orthogonal signals
using an FFT came in 1969. The cyclic prefix (CP), which
is an important aspect of almost all practical OFDM
implementations, was proposed in 1980. These are the
three key aspects that form the basis of most OFDM
systems. OFDM began to be considered for practical
wireless applications in the mid–1980s. Cimini of Bell
Labs published a paper on OFDM for mobile
communications in 1985, while in 1987, Lassalle and

Alard, based in France considered the use of OFDM for
radio broadcasting and noted the importance of combining

Fig.1. Output spectrum of OFDM modulator

forward error correction (FEC) with OFDM. Because of
this interrelationship, OFDM is often called Coded OFDM
(C-OFDM) by broadcast engineers. The application of
OFDM for wireline communications was pioneered by
Cioffi and others at Stanford who demonstrated its
potential as a modulation technique for digital subscriber
loop (DSL) applications. OFDM is now the basis of many
practical telecommunications standards including wireless
local area networks (LAN), fixed wireless and television
and radio broadcasting in much of the world. OFDM is
also the basis of most DSL standards, though in DSL
applications the baseband signal is not modulated onto a
carrier frequency and in this context OFDM is usually
called discrete multitone (DMT). The application of
OFDM to optical communications has only occurred very
recently, but there are an increasing number of papers on
the theoretical and practical performance of OFDM in
many optical systems including optical wireless single
mode optical fiber, multimode optical fiber and plastic
optical fiber.

III. OFDM VARIANTS

During the past decade, OFDM has been adopted in
many wireless communication standards, including
European digital audio broadcasting, terrestrial digital
video broadcasting, and satellite–terrestrial interactive
multiservice infrastructure in China. There are several
other variants of OFDM for which follows the basic
format for OFDM, but have additional attributes or
variations:
A. Coded OFDM (COFDM)

By using time and frequency diversity OFDM provides
a means to transmit data in a frequency selective channel.
However, it does not suppress fading itself. Depending on
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their position in the frequency domain, individual sub-
channels could be affected by fading. This requires the use
of channel coding to further protect transmitted data.
Coded OFDM, or COFDM, is a term used for a system in
which the error control coding and OFDM modulation
processes work closely together. It is a form of OFDM
where error correction coding is incorporated into the
signal. An important step in a COFDM system is to
interleave and code the bits prior to the IFFT. This step
serves the purpose of taking adjacent bits in the source
data and spreading them out across multiple subcarriers.
One or more subcarriers may be lost or impaired due to a
frequency null, and this loss would cause a continuous
stream of bit errors. Such a burst of errors would typically
be hard to correct. The interleaving at the transmitter
spreads out the contiguous bits such that the bit errors
become spaced far apart in time. This spacing makes it
easier for the decoder to correct the errors. Another
important step in a COFDM system is to use channel
information from the equalizer to determine the reliability
of the received bits. The values of the equalizer response
are used to infer the strength of the received subcarriers.
For example, if the equalizer response had a large value at
a certain frequency, it would correspond to a frequency
null at that point in the channel. The equalizer response
would have a large value at that point because it is trying
to compensate for the weak received signal. This
reliability information is passed on to the decoding blocks
so that they can properly weight the bits when making
decoding decisions. In the case of a frequency null, the
bits would be marked as “low confidence” and those bits
would not be weighted as heavily as bits from a strong
subcarrier.

Among those channel coding techniques, trellis coded
modulation (TCM) combined with frequency and time
interleaving is considered the most effective means for a
frequency selective fading channel.TCM combines coding
and modulation to achieve high coding gain without
affecting the bandwidth of the signal. In a TCM encoder,
each symbol of n bits is mapped into a constellation of n+l
bits, using a set-partitioning rule. This process increases
the constellation size and effectively adds additional
redundancy to trellis-code the signal. A TCM code can be
decoded with a soft decision Viterbi decoding algorithm,
which exploits the soft decision nature of the received
signal. The coding gain for a two dimensional TCM code
over a Gaussian channel is about 3 dB for a bit error rate
(BER) of 10-5. Coding OFDM subcarriers sequentially by
using specially designed TCM codes for frequency non-
selective fading channel is the major reason for using
COFDM for terrestrial broadcasting. However, the
searching of the best TCM code is still going on. Although
trellis codes produce improvements in the signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N).Interleaving plays an essential role in channel
coding by providing diversity in the time domain.
Interleaving breaks the correlation and enables the decoder

to eliminate or reduce local fading throughout the band
and over the whole depth of the time interleaving.
Interleaving depth should be large enough to break long
straight errors.

COFDM systems are able to achieve excellent
performance on frequency selective channels because of
the combined benefits of multicarrier modulation and
coding.
B. Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple
Access (OFDMA)

A scheme used to provide a multiple access capability
for applications such as cellular telecommunications when
using OFDM technologies. It is a multi-user version of the

OFDM digital modulation scheme. Multiple access is
achieved in OFDMA by assigning subsets of subcarriers to
individual users as shown in the figure. 2 below. This
allows simultaneous low data rate transmission from
several users. OFDMA supports differentiated quality of
service by assigning different number of sub-carriers to
different users in a similar fashion as in CDMA, and thus
complex packet scheduling or Media Access Control
schemes can be avoided. OFDMA is compatible with
other technologies such as Multiple Input Multiple Output
and smart antennas.

Fig.2. Assigning subsets of subcarriers

OFDMA normally use more carriers (i.e. is based on
2048 or 4096 IFFTFFT) which are divided into sub-
channels. Current and evolving standards for broadband
wireless systems, such as 802.16e, 3GPP LTE and 802.20
have adopted or are considering Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) as the multiple
access technology for the air interface. It is a superior
access technology for broadband wireless data network
compared with traditional access technologies such as
TDMA and CDMA. The main advantages of OFDMA
over TDMA/CDMA stem from its scalability, uplink
orthogonality and the ability to take advantage of the
channel frequency selectivity. Other advantages of
OFDMA include its MIMO friendliness and ability to
provide superior quality of service (QoS). OFDMA, due to
its orthogonal nature, does not require power control and
can utilize maximum available power in downlink
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transmission. Furthermore, comparing with TDMA,
OFDMA has one more dimension of flexibility to allocate
power and sub-channels to different users in the same time
slot.
C. Flash OFDM (F-OFDM)

Fast low-latency access with seamless handoff
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (Flash-
OFDM), also referred to as F-OFDM, was based on
OFDM and also specified higher protocol layers. This is a
variant of OFDM that was developed by Flarion and it is a
fast hopped form of OFDM. It uses multiple tones and fast
hopping to spread signals over a given spectrum band.
Figure 3 shows the basic idea behind Flash OFDM.

Fig.3. Flash OFDM Principle

It is a fast wireless broadband technology that can give a
wireless broadband link to homes, offices or mobile PCs
and supports high data rates at very low packet and delay
losses, also known as latencies, over a distributed all-IP
wireless network. The low-latency will enable real-time
mobile interactive and multimedia applications and thus it
can provide nearly ADSL performance. It is an innovative
air interface technology designed for the delivery
of advanced Internet services in the mobile environment.
At the heart of the technology is the Radio Router product,
which will lead to an order of magnitude cost advantage
over third generation (3G) wireless networks for mobile
data access. It operates on a licensed spectrum but at low
frequencies like 450MHz, 700MHz, 800MHz, thus
achieving larger coverage area with a single base station.
Thus, it is a particularly interesting option for emerging
markets, and especially for rural areas that may lack other
telecommunications infrastructure. However, at the
450MHz spectrum there is significantly less bandwidth
than at higher frequencies. Therefore, while FLASH-
OFDM operating at low frequencies can be feasible for
rural and not very densely populated areas, it lacks the
sufficient capacity for big cities. The Flash OFDM
technology is based on the OFDM air link, a wireless
access method that combines the attributes of its two
predecessors TDMA and CDMA to address the unique

demands posed by mobile users of broadband data and
packetized voice applications. It is the only really mobile
all-IP based broadband on the markets. It doesn't suffer
from the Wi-Fi networks limitations in security and
limited coverage, neither the limitations mobile circuit
switched networks like heavy system structure slow access
times. The technology allows users travelling at
250km/hour to download data at speeds up to 1.5Mbit/s or
upload at speeds up to 500Kbit/s.
D. Vector OFDM (VOFDM)

VOFDM uses the concept of MIMO (Multiple input
multiple output) technology. It is being developed by
CISCO Systems. By using spatial diversity, a wireless
system’s tolerance to noise, interference, and multipath
can be greatly increased. Vector OFDM can deliver
multiple signals on a single antenna or receive them on
multiple antennas. This increases the likelihood of a good
signal being received. By placing two or more antennas in
a wireless system with each having a different set of
multipath signals, the effects of each channel will vary
from one antenna to the next. Thus, channels unusable on
one antenna may prove to be acceptable on another
antenna. Figure 4 illustrates the idea of MIMO as applied
to VOFDM.

Fig.4. MIMO for VOFDM

It is an open standard for broadband wireless Internet
services. VOFDM increases subscriber coverage for high-
speed, high-reliability Internet, packet local and long
distance telephony services and Virtual Private Network
(VPN) access. VOFDM also lowers the cost of
provisioning and deploying infrastructure for a wireless
network, and utilizes multipath signals to enhance or
recreate transmitted signals, dramatically increasing
overall system performance and scalability for service
providers. This allows for high data throughput in a
minimum of Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum and supports
extreme multipath issues existing in obstructed or partially
obstructed non-line-of-sight environments.
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E.Wideband OFDM (WOFDM)
In Wideband OFDM, the spacing between the channels

is large enough so that any frequency errors between the
transmitter and receiver have no effect on the performance
of the system. . It is particularly applicable to Wi-Fi
systems. WOFDM allows several independent channels to
operate within the same band. This creates an overlay of
low-power, multipoint radio networks and point-to-point
backbone systems.

IV. APPLICATION OF OFDM

Fig.5. Wireless Communication Standards.

 OFDM forms the basis for the Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB) standard in the European market.
OFDM modulation is presently used in a number of
commercial wired and wireless applications. On the
wired side, it is used for a variant of digital subscriber
line (DSL). For wireless, OFDM is the basis for several
television and radio broadcast applications, including
the European digital broadcast television standard, as
well as digital radio in North America.

 Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) is a standard for
broadcasting Digital Television over satellites, cables
and thorough terrestrial (wireless) transmission.

 OFDM has been considered or approved by many
IEEE standard working groups, such as IEEE
802.11a/g/n, IEEE 802.15.3a, and IEEE 802.16d/e. The
applications include wireless personal area networks,
wireless local area networks, and wireless metropolitan
networks.

 The OFDM based multiple access technology OFDMA
is also used in several 4G and pre-4G cellular networks
and mobile broadband standards. Currently, OFDMA
is being investigated as one of the most promising
radio transmission techniques for LTE of the 3rd

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), International
Mobile Telecommunications—Advanced Systems.

Table I: Summary of OFDM variants
Types of
OFDM

Characteristics Adopted For
Technologies

COFDM 1. Error correction
coding.
2. Excellent
performance on
frequency selective
channels.
3. Capable of
handling very strong
echoes.
4.More immune to
impulse noise

High-bit-rate digital
subscriber lines
[HDSL(1.6 Mbps)],
Asymmetric digital
subscriber lines
[ADSL(1.536 Mbps)],
Very high-speed digital
subscriber lines
[VHDSL (lOOMbps)],
digital audio
broadcasting (DAB),
digital television and
HDTV terrestrial
broadcasting.

Flash
OFDM

1. Frequency
hopping for CCI
reduction, reuse
1.25 to 5.0 MHz
BW.
2. Mobility support
fast wireless
broadband
technology.
3. Supports high
data rates at very
low packet
and delay losses.

IEEE 802.20 wireless
broadband standard Wi-
Fi networks.

OFDMA 1. Combination of
OFDM and CDMA.
2.Compatible
Multiple Input
Multiple Output and
smart antennas
technologies

Wi-Fi, Wireless LAN,
Ultra Wideband (UWB),
Wireless PAN,
WiMAX, WiBro,
HiperMAN, Wireless
MAN, 3GPP UMTS &
3GPP@ LTE.

VOFDM 1. MIMO
Technology.
2. Standard for
broadband
wireless Internet
services.
3. Upto 20 Mbps
speed.

Long distance telephony
services, Virtual Private
Network (VPN)

WOFDM 1. 2.4 GHz
Bandwidth
2. 30-45 Mbps
speed
3. Large tone
width(for mobility,
overlay)
4. Low-power,
multipoint radio
networks

IEEE 802.11a/g/n
technologies, 4G
Applications
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Table III: the IEEE 802.11 committee has its OFDM
parameters are as shown in table below

Data rate 6,9,12,18,24,36,48,54 Mbps

Modulation BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM,
64-QAM

Coding rate 1/2, 2/3, 3/4

No of Subcarriers 52

No of pilots 4
OFDM symbol
duration

4 μs

Guard interval 800 ns
Sub-Carrier spacing 312.5 kHz
3 dB Bandwidth 16.56 MHz
Channel spacing 20 Hz

V. CONCLUSION

OFDM has several interesting properties that suit its use
over Wireless channels and hence many Wireless
standards have started to use OFDM for modulation and
multiple access. However, for certain systems, OFDM is
adapted to various efficient modulation systems with help
of modern digital signal processing techniques. The
variants of OFDM are introduced and their applications in
various communication systems are specified in this paper.
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